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Wellesley denies pay for 40 dining services employees
By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Students and faculty spent the worst
of snowstorm Juno comfortably in their
dorms or homes, but dining hall workers
found themselves driving in hazardous
conditions to report to work, or not being
able to report to work at all.
“I was unable to make the drive to work
due to the ongoing storm and unsafe road
conditions on January 27th. I live about 50
miles from The College and work at 5:30
a.m.,” Maureen Sullivan said. Sullivan is
a dining services employee who works in
Bates Hall and is also the union secretary.
Sullivan was one of 40 employees in
dining services deemed as “essential” who
could not make it to work on Tuesday, Jan.
27 and were denied that day’s pay from
the College. In response to the College’s
decision to not pay dining services staff,
NASREEN AL-QADI ’18, NEWS EDITOR
the Independent Maintenance and Service
Employees Union of America (IMSEUA)
posted a petition on Facebook urging Pizza and Grill cook Fausto Trubiano manages five stations in Stone Davis.
Wellesley administration to pay employees right amount of overtime pay or something,
The College determines the classification
straight-time, or regular pay for Tuesday, this affects people who were supposed to of essential workers at the beginning of each
Jan. 27. Over 540 signatures have been drive to work in a state of emergency, in academic year, according to the current
collected on Facebook from current a blizzard, so it’s just really emotional and union agreement between Wellesley
students, alumnae and faculty members.
upsetting,” union representative Tricia College and IMSEUA. Currently, essential
“This isn’t just, oh someone didn’t get the Diggins said.
workers on campus include dining services

and grounds crew. This category of workers
also required employees like Richard
Hanna, who works at the Leaky Beaker,
to report to work despite no students or
faculty reporting for classes that day.
“It was sort of straightforward because
everyone in dining services was classed
as essential, including Richard who works
in the Leaky Beaker, and we were like,
that makes no sense because [The Leaky
Beaker’s] closed, so they should maybe
think about who is absolutely necessary,”
Diggins said.
Although dining service employees are
employed under AVI Fresh, which is not
directly affiliated with the College, the
decision to deny pay to employees was
deferred to Wellesley administration.
“Wellesley and the union have agreed
upon, in the current contract, specific terms
and conditions that become applicable
when the College is closed, including the
terms under which employees who are
required to report to work will be paid,” Vice
President for Finance and Administration
Ben Hammond said. “Wellesley has met its
obligations under this agreement, which
stipulates that those who report to work
when the College is closed receive more
than double their regular pay, and those
who do not report to work can be paid by
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College evaluates shadow grading policy after first semester
By HANNAH JUNG ’17
Staff Writer

In an effort to ease the transition to college
for first-year students, Wellesley College
has adopted a four-year pilot program
implenting a shadow grading policy. The
policy, established last semester, assigns
students pass or no pass grades in all
enrolled classes during the first semester of
their first year. Students receive feedback
in the form of “shadow grades,” or letter
grades that only students can view and
are not visible on their official transcripts.
These grades are not released outside the
College. All courses in which a passing
grade, defined as any grade of D or above,
is earned will be recorded on the student’s
academic transcript without a letter grade.
In order to comply with the College’s grade
deflation policies, which caps the average
BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
grade in any introductory-level class with
10 or more students at a B+, shadow grades Students study in the Leoni Farroll Focus study space in the Science Center.
were used to calculate a course’s average
College will disclose the minimal amount
In an attempt to determine whether
grade.
of
information
needed
for
the
application.
or
not shadow grading impacted course
The shadow grading policy had a number
of goals, including leveling the playing field Students also have the option of disclosing enrollment, the College tracked student
for students coming from a wide range of their own grades or having their class dean withdrawal numbers. This past fall, 12
backgrounds and high schools. According write a letter on their behalf confirming the first-year students withdrew from a course.
This is a considerably lower number than
to Dean of First-Year Students Lori Tenser, validity of their candidacy.
Additionally, the College does not previous years; numbers as high as 29
students have been self-reporting high
levels of stress due to academics. As a anticipate the lack of first semester grades student withdrawals were reported in fall
result, the policy was also intended to to be an obstacle for students applying to 2012.
Tenser saw some of the early effects of
nurture a love of learning and encourage graduate or professional school.
“First semester grades become less shadow grading manifested in the fewer
students to take risks academically instead
important the longer a student is in school. number of students that came up for
of solely focusing on grades.
The College has responded to concerns Additionally, students from peer institutions academic review after their first semester.
raised about how the lack of first-semester who have a similar shadow grading policy Students under academic review are
grades might affect students who need letter instituted have not had problems applying examined to see if they are in diploma
grades in order to apply for scholarships to graduate and professional schools,” grade standing, which necessitates that they
have at least a 2.0 GPA, are on track with
and internships; for such students, the Tenser commented.

units earned towards their degree and have
no F grades in the latest semester. With the
new policy in place, the Academic Review
Board had to re-evaluate how they would
determine which students merited review.
“With shadow grading, we had to make a
judgment on how to decide which student
records would come up for [academic]
review. In the mindset that first semester
grades are not the be-all, end-all of a
student’s college career, we decided that
the only reasons to come up for review
were if a student had completed fewer than
three courses. Students who had received
an F did not come up for review, which
reduced the number of students up for
academic review at the end of their first
semester this year,” Tenser said.
Instead of being called up for review
by the Academic Review Board, students
were individually contacted by Tenser,
which allowed a change in the tone of
the conversation. Students no longer had
to worry about being in diploma-grade
standing; they could now focus on what
was needed to improve in subsequent
semesters and were connected to resources
with guidance from their class dean.
Tenser also believes the shadow grading
policy allows students more freedom
during their first semester.
“Some students have said that they were
more relaxed fall semester than they would
have been if grades were not shadowed.
For some that meant that they didn’t
work hard enough; for some, it meant
that they didn’t feel the stress and that
positively influenced their first semester
results. [Shadow grading] means that
consequences are yours to own,” Tenser
said. “It’s an impact, and it will be up to
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Initial reactions to new shadow grading policy positive
CONTINUED from page 1
students to decide how that impact has an
influence on their experience.”
For
some
professors,
including
psychology professor Kyra Kulik-Johnson,
shadow grading did not have any affect on
how they taught their courses.
“I try throughout the semester to not
know where anyone stands in the class
[academically]; I worry about its impact
on me to call on someone [in class] or treat
an A student differently than a B student,”
Kulik-Johnson said.
While Kulik-Johnson saw no overall
changes in average grades in the sections
of Psychology 101 that she taught, she
did observe a few students whose effort
gradually dropped in class.
“I had never made the connection, but the
decreasing lack of effort by some students
may have been a result of shadow grading.
A student may have figured out that he or
she would still pass the class regardless of
high grades in coursework and have taken
it easy,” Kulik-Johnson said.
However, Kulik-Johnson believes that
shadow grading is better for first-year
students.
“College presents such large adjustments
to go through; shadow grading gives
students room to grow and make mistakes.
It no longer becomes about the grade, but
rather learning because you want to learn.
Students think more critically, and don’t
have to worry about things like meeting
a minimum page length. I want to hear
ideas; that’s what’s more interesting to
me,” Kulik-Johnson said.
For Kristina Oney ’18, the policy allowed
her to focus on adjusting to college while
not being inundated by the added stress of
grades.
“I felt like I was overwhelmed with
first semester. I just wanted to focus on
academics and making friends. [Shadow
grading] allowed me to focus on what I
wanted and why I wanted to be be here,”
Oney said.
Cognizant of the transition period firstyear students face while adjusting to college
life, the shadow grading policy attempts to
allow more free time for activities outside
the academic atmosphere.
“If there had been real grades, more

people would have stayed in. Shadow
grading definitely made first-year students
more social. Your first semester, it’s hard
to make new friends. There’s a time period
of transition and it’s hard to meet people
outside of the classroom setting, which is
one of the most important aspects of being
happy in college and doing well overall.
If you don’t have that friend group and
support, you might end up hating college,”
Oney said.
Mira Bansal ’18 agreed that the policy
facilitated the decision to explore other
opportunities.
“Socially, if there was something
happening, I would always go and tell
myself academics could come second. I
don’t think I’ll do the same thing this
semester,” Bansal said. “It is a lot when you
first come in, transitioning to college life
and being independent. It is comforting to
have one less thing to worry about. I could
go to Boston more. I could try more things
out.”
Shadow grading also allowed students
to explore coursework beyond their
comfort zone and many students used the
semester to take classes they perceived as
challenging.
“I definitely took some classes I wouldn’t
have taken, classes I thought would have
been hard beforehand, like Economics
101,” said Bansal.
Oney also shared the sentiment that the
policy gave students more flexibility in
terms of courses.
“Shadow grading let me take classes
I wouldn’t have. I found it difficult
to balance two laboratory classes last
semester, but it was good because I was
able to learn the layouts of chemistry and
biology and also learn how to manage time
without the consequences of a bad grade; it
was encouraging,” Oney added.
The policy also changed dynamics
observed by first-years in their courses,
positively influencing how students
interacted with each other.
“Shadow grading took away the
competitive edge in class. Especially in
first-year seminars, it would really allow
students to get to know each other and
collaborate instead of hiding their answers
for a better grade,” Oney said.
Although the shadow grading policy

has only been in effect for a semester,
metrics show that it has the potential to be
a positive change for first year students.
In a survey of 406 first-year students, 94
percent “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that
shadow grading had helped their transition
to college. Eighty-nine percent of students
“agreed” or “strongly agreed” that their
semester was less stressful because of
shadow grading. Ninty-three percent
“agreed” or “strongly agreed” that they
were more likely to stay in a challenging
course rather than drop it.
Students were not surprised by these
high percentages of students who said they
benefitted from the policy. Both Oney and
Bansal agreed with the majority of firstyear students that the policy helped the
adjustment to life at Wellesley.
While seeming to alleviate stress,
the shadow grading policy had various
repercussions on the effort first-year
students put into their classes.
“It’s hard to say whether my performance
would have changed had the shadow
grading policy not been in effect. It
would’ve been hard to balance academics
and going out,” Oney said.
Some, like Bansal, didn’t agree that the
policy greatly impacted the amount of
effort they put into classes.
“I ended up working just as hard as I
would have worked anyways, but it was
comforting to know that if something did
go wrong, grades wouldn’t matter. I still
cared about what my letter grades would
end up being; I wanted to see where I
would [stand in class] working just as
hard,” said Bansal. “The only time shadow
grading might have affected me was finals,
which is a time of high stress. The policy
allowed me not to worry too much about
what would make up a large component of
my final grade,” Bansal added.
For Tenser, students using the semester
to ease into college is not necessarily a
negative thing.
“If you take it easy for one semester,
does that mean that your college career is
less valid? I don’t think so. Certainly, we
want people to develop skills that they will
use when they continue when they take
coursework, but I can’t say one way or the
other whether that is problematic,” Tenser
commented.

A considerable amount of students did not
think that shadow grading influenced their
performances in classes and 21 percent
would rather have their grades shown
on their official transcript. However,
20 percent of students “disagreed” or
“strongly agreed” that they were glad their
first semester grades were not included in
the calculation of their college GPA.
Although a sizable fraction of first-year
students would have liked to see grades
from their first semester on their transcript,
some like Oney believe that the lack of
one semester’s grades will not negatively
influence students who did well.
“It’s not that big of a deal to not have
grades for [first] semester. If you get good
grades your first semester, that just means
you’re going to have an advantage for your
next semester,” Oney said.
Bansal agreed, stating that although
she would have been fine with grades
appearing on her transcript, she appreciates
the policy’s ability to show first-year
students where they stand in classes.
With three more years before a
decision is made on whether or not the
shadow grading policy will be instituted
indefinitely, Wellesley will use a
combination of qualitative feedback and
metrics to determine whether or not it
was a success. The College will continue
to take into consideration responses from
both students and faculty toward the
policy before they decide whether or not to
permanently implement it.
“It takes time to really assess and
understand the impact of something. You
can’t shift the culture in one semester,” said
Tenser. “If people have comments, or if the
community has a perspective they would
like to share, we would like to hear it. The
more information we have will allow us to
evaluate [the policy] better.”
Although nothing definite can be said
about the policy yet, or about its future at
Wellesley, the initial feedback is positive
after its first semester. In effect, shadow
grading has eased the transition into
college life by taking away the pressures
of graded courses during first semester,
and with continued support, the policy has
a good chance of outlasting its four-year
pilot program.

New bus tracker aims to be
more user-friendly

By EMILY WILLIAMS ’18
Contributing Writer

Diana Gerr ’15 created an online web application in spring
2014 that tracks the Peter Pan bus shuttles. She developed
the app as a personal project but did not actively publicize
the application other than posting it in a Wellesley-related
Facebook group. The app gained recognition when College
Government (CG) tasked the Computer Science (CS) club
with making a new bus tracker app last fall. A member of
the CS club brought Gerr’s app to the attention of CG, who
proceeded to publicize the app on Wellesley’s website.
Students have not fully adopted the new tracker and are
still deliberating whether it is better than its predecessor.
Gerr’s main goal in developing the app was to create
a more user-friendly, browser-based app compared to the
one already available to Wellesley students. The old app
displays the shuttle routes superimposed on a Google map,
and uses each bus’s GPS system to track their positions.
Gerr discussed the intent of the old app in an email.
“I found it difficult to use in general and especially on a
mobile device, which is where I usually want to check bus
location,” Gerr said.
Many other students shared Gerr’s opinion that the
previously available app was not convenient. Camila Diaz
’15 had problems finding the bus on the old app and said
that the new app should be easier to use and more accurate.
Christina Pollalis ’16 agreed.
“[The old app] sometimes doesn’t load and you have to
access it through a browser. It’s kind of inconvenient when
it’s cold outside and you’re trying to touch the little letters
on the screen,” Pollalis said.
The appearance of Gerr’s app is much simpler than the
old bus tracker. The new app shows the bus’s position on
a Google map like the old tracker but does not display the
entire bus route. By displaying a condensed view of the
area surrounding the bus, it is easier to immediately locate
the bus’s position. In addition, the app displays upcoming
stops on the buses’ routes. While the new app is more user-
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Student boards the Peter Pan bus.

friendly than the old bus tracker, it has yet to be adopted
by many students.
“My friends and I really don’t know much about it
because it’s something we’ve just recently become aware
of,” Sarah Cohen ’15 said. “I think a lot of them share the
same view that I have. It’s something we’ve been meaning
to download; it’s just not been a priority.”
Several students agreed with Pollalis that the new bus
tracker should be available as its own application rather
than through a browser. Gerr would like to develop a
stand-alone application for the bus tracker but simply has
not found the time to do so.
Gerr currently maintains the app on her own and is
interested in finding someone to maintain it after she
graduates.

The transportation table at Ideafest last November
came up with a solution to tracking the Peter Pan buses
independent from Gerr. Ideafest was an event run by CG
last semester where students presented projects aimed to
improve the College without aid from the administration.
The largest problem the transportation table identified
was the unreliability of the old bus tracker app. The
transportation table was awarded $300 to implement a
program to fix this problem. Isabelle Nettere ’18, who
participated at the transportation table, said that poor GPS
information was the old app’s biggest problem.
“The main problem is probably just the GPS’s going off
the map and not working. We should maybe look into how
much updating those would cost and if our funds would
cover that,” Nettere said.
Because replacing the GPS system would be costly
and time-consuming, the table’s solution was to create
a student-updated bus-tracking hashtag on Twitter. This
mechanism would rely on students to post when the bus
leaves a location and whether or not it would make it to the
next stop on time with a pre-specified hashtag.
“Our only concern was that students wouldn’t have
incentive to post where the buses were all the time. We
were going to do something where if you post a certain
number of times you get a free token, and that’s where our
funding was going to go,” said Nettere.
However, Nettere was pleased with the amount of
traffic on the Wellesley Transportation Updates Facebook
page that was launched in early February. This site
was developed by Jessica Shin ’18 separately from the
transportation table at Ideafest, but based on the concept
generated by the Ideafest group. The page has accumulated
over 40 posts since its release despite the lack of a financial
incentive for students to post.
In the long run Nettere hopes that tracking the arrival
times of the buses could alter the Peter Pan bus’s official
schedule. By identifying when the bus is consistently late,
Peter Pan could produce a more accurate timetable or
change their bus routes to be on time.
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College considers dining hall staff essential employees

CONTINUED from page 1
using their available vacation or personal
days.”
Tensions between the union and the
College were last heated in 2012 during
union agreement negotiations. The debate
at the time was also centered around dining
services employees, who are the lowest
paid employees at Wellesley and represent
the highest percentage of women and
minorities. At the time, Wellesley sought to
decrease the starting wage for new dining
services staff, although this did not end up
in the final contract.
“This is not the first time I’ve heard about
Wellesley administration neglecting the
needs of the staff workers. Staff members
are submitted to laborious work everyday
and go without sitting. Most of them cannot
afford to miss a day’s pay and I think it is
absolutely unfair for Wellesley to withhold
their pay,” Julie Chen ’15 said.
The union agreement states that essential
employees are required to report to work
in the case of emergency unless doing so
poses unreasonable risk. The contract also
states, however, that personal time must be
used if an essential employee cannot report
to work.
Similar emergency policies hold in other
Boston-area colleges and universities. MIT’s
Personnel Policy Manual states, “While the
Institute strives to be fair and reasonable
in payment for closings, there is no legal
obligation to reimburse employees when
work is not available because of emergency
conditions. The Institute reserves the right,
therefore, to determine whether to close,
whether employees will be paid, and, if so,
on what basis.” Furthermore, the policy
states, “Only employees regularly scheduled
to work on a day of closing are eligible for
closing pay. Employees instructed to report
for work who do not report are not eligible
for payment.”
Those who were denied pay at Wellesley
would only get paid if they used personal
time.
“I was denied pay. I was told I could use
a vacation day or a personal day if I wanted
to get paid, otherwise it would be unpaid,”
Sullivan said.
Another point of contention stems from
language in section 7.1(f) — Emergency
Closings — of the current union agreement
in effect since 2012, which differs from the
previous union agreement in effect from
2008-2012. The 2012 union agreement
specifies College-declared emergencies
instead of the ambiguous emergency
language used in the 2008 agreement.
The 2008 union agreement states that
essential employees who come in during
an emergency closing are paid two and
a half times their regular rate of pay for
hours actually worked. The 2012 union
agreement specifies that the two and a
half rate of overtime pay will be in effect

for specific College-declared emergency
closings.
Later in that same section of the
agreement, the language of the College
deciding to close is added in the 2012
agreement.
The 2008 agreement states, “Employees
who are expected to report to work
but cannot do so because of a declared
state of emergency will receive their
regular straight-time pay,” while the 2012
agreement states, “In the event that the
College decides to close due to a declared
state of emergency, employees who are
expected to report to work but cannot do so
because of the declared state of emergency
will receive their regular straight-time pay.”
Diggins believes these subtle changes in
language may have played a role in The
College’s decision to deny pay to dining
hall workers for the day.
“It hasn’t been a problem in the past
because we had some language in the last
contract, and we thought the language we
had this time was pretty much the same
thing,” Diggins said. “In our understanding,
in the contract, two things had to kick in
in order for essential workers to get paid
straight-time like everybody else: there had
to be a declared state of emergency and the
College had to be closed. And both those
conditions were met. It’s just being so picky,
and it affects peoples’ lives.”
In addition, Diggins said that according
to the contract, employees that are expected
to report to work but cannot due to a state
of emergency but couldn’t would receive
straight-time pay. But because of the ban,
workers were not allowed on the roads.
The College’s declaration of an emergency
closing is separate from the State of
Massachusetts’ emergency declaration.
IMSEUA’s petition on Facebook cites
Governor Baker’s travel ban which was
invoked at midnight on Tuesday, Jan.
27. According to a press release on the
governor’s website, the travel ban restricts
travel to essential emergency response
officials, medical, healthcare and human
service workers, essential public transit
and support workers, those traveling for
essential medical procedures and vehicles
and personnel delivering essential supplies
to healthcare facilities.
The ban does not exempt workers
deemed “essential” by The College. To
accommodate workers who could not
travel home due to hazardous weather
conditions, Wellesley offered rooms at The
Wellesley College Club for dining services
employees to share. However, the space was
not sufficient and students reported staff
members sleeping on the floor of the Lulu
Chow Wang campus center and couches in
the Science Center. There were also dining
services employees who brought their
children to work, as all Boston area schools
were closed for the day.
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Wellesley College student getting dinner at Stone-Davis dining hall.
“If they deem the workers essential
employees, they better treat them with
higher respect and better conditions. Of
course they are essential; without them,
Wellesley will not run and students will not
be happy,” Chen said.
Claire Milldrum ’15 agreed that dining
hall workers were essential to the campus
during emergencies.
“I think dining hall workers are essential
as students do not have easy access to a
grocery store to stock up on food. This
would change if the College had a bus
or other system existed in my opinion.
They are more essential on emergency
days than I think many of the higher up
administrators are as they provide a direct
service,” Milldrum said.
In the case that dining halls would
not open during emergency snow days,
students shared their plans to feed
themselves by alternative means.
“If I know ahead of time it [the College]
is not open, I will go to Roche Bros. to buy
something. If I have grocery already, I will
just cook noodles. Or visit my friend who
lives in Scoop to eat with them,” Chen said.
Milldrum believes monetary problems
could be to blame for the decision to deny
pay.
“If the College has monetary problems,
then there should be more proactive
planning than just not paying its lower paid
staff or having a forced unlimited meal
plan,” Milldrum said.

Diggins thinks the petition will lead
to an expedited response from Wellesley
administration members compared to
filing a grievance.
“This isn’t a huge amount of money or
anything, but it’s the principle, so that’s what
the grievance will call for is to pay straight
time to those people on only one day —
on the second day, the college closing day,
the conditions weren’t met, so if you were
essential and didn’t come in, you had to use
your own time,” Diggins said.
A grievance can take a couple months
to come to a decision, and if the College
stands by the original decision, the process
of arbitration could take up to a year.
Sullivan hopes the College will abide
by the union agreement and pay dining
services staff just as non-essential staff were
paid.
“I would like the College, by seeing the
support from students, faculty and staff,
to acknowledge their error and live up to
the terms of our Collective Bargaining
Agreement and pay us for the day, like
other non-essential staff who were paid,
not out of earned vacation or personal
time,” Sullivan said.
Ultimately, Diggins hopes The College
will pay the 40 workers denied pay straighttime pay for Tuesday, Jan. 27. She will meet
with the College in the coming week to
present the petition and start the grievance
filing process.

NATION & WORLD
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Nation & World Columnist
Alabama legalizes same-sex marriage, but not without a fight
Same-sex couples in Alabama are finally able to get married, but only in certain parts
of the state. While a federal court officially ruled same-sex marriage legal in Alabama,
most counties still refused to issue marriage licenses to gay couples earlier this week.
In January, a U.S. district court judge ruled that the state’s ban on same-sex marriage
was unconstitutional. That decision was supposed to take effect on Monday, until Chief
Justice Roy S. Moore of the Alabama Supreme Court ordered the state’s probate judges
not to grant marriage licenses to gay couples. Since then, probate judges have used their
own personal discretion in determining how to respond to the gay and lesbian couples
who have lined up outside their courthouses hoping to be wed. The New York Times
compared this week’s legal showdown to Alabama’s battles over desegregation in the
1960s. On Monday, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled to allow gay marriage to proceed in
Alabama in accordance with the federal ruling. Many see the Supreme Court’s actions as
the strongest signal yet that it will rule in June in favor of legalizing same-sex marriage
nationally.
Climate change a big issue for Hispanics, poll says
A study conducted by The New York Times and independent researchers has found
that Hispanics are more likely than whites to feel that climate change personally affects
them. They were also more likely to support measures to curb global warming, like taxes
and regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. The findings debunk the myth that climate
change is mainly an issue important to affluent, white voters. One explanation is that
Hispanics are more likely to live in neighborhoods with a high exposure to pollution,
for instance, those next to highways or power plants. Alfredo Padilla, an insurance
lawyer who grew up in Texas as a migrant farmworker, still remembers how much the
weather affected the crop, and by extension his family’s livelihood. The findings could
have a significant impact on the 2016 presidential race, in which both parties will vie for
the Hispanic vote. However, Hispanic voters are still most likely to rate immigration,
education and employment as their top policy issues.

President Obama worried Israeli Prime Minister’s upcoming speech will “sour”
talks with Iran
The nuclear talks in Iran, which have been extended twice, are now approaching a
critical late-March deadline. Both the Obama administration and the government in
Tehran have said that they are opposed to prolonging the talks any further. President
Obama has called on Congress to hold off on imposing additional sanctions on Iran in
order to allow more time for negotiation. However, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and certain elements of U.S. Congress are pushing for an increase in sanctions
before a deal is reached. In a move which has set the Obama administration on edge,
Speaker of the House John Boehner invited Netanyahu to address Congress in early
March, during which the Prime Minister is likely to criticize the talks in Iran. President
Obama worries the speech will “sour the negotiations a month or two before they’re
about to be completed.”
United States and Western allies may send lethal weapons to Ukraine
In order to prevent further escalation of the violence in Ukraine, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel and French President Francois Hollande have organized another set
of peace talks between Russia and Ukraine today in Minsk. However, if a diplomatic
solution is not reached, the United States and its partners in Europe have said they will
have to explore other options, which may include arming the Ukrainian army with lethal
weapons. As the United States and its Western allies debate whether to send lethal military
aid to Ukraine, differences seemed to emerge between the United States and Germany.
While Obama is publically weighing the possibility of sending defensive arms, Merkel
has vocally opposed such a course, saying that progress in Ukraine “cannot be achieved
by more weapons.” Talks of sending lethal weapons emerged in the wake of a series
of major Russian separatist gains in Ukraine. Economic sanctions have so far failed to
prevent Russia from sending its own military aid to support the rebels.
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KSC renovations enhance
workout experience
By RACHEL PAK ’18
Contributing Writer

The Fitness Center in the
Keohane Sports Center (KSC)
and the adjoining Field House
reopened on Wednesday, Jan.
28 after a series of renovations.
According to “The Dirt,” a
blog which records changes
to the athletic space as they
happen, the complex was
closed on Mar. 20 of last year,
and over the course of several
months, construction workers
have given the facilities a
facelift through structural and
decorative changes.
According
to
Bridget
Belgiovine,
Director
of
Athletics and Chair of the
Physical Education, Recreation,
Athletics (PERA) Department,
the renovations, which deal
with everything from changes
in lighting to new equipment,
are extensive.
“The overall footprint of
the Dorothy Towne Field
House has not changed, but a
significant amount of work has
been done to it both internally
and externally,” Belgiovine
said.
The Fitness Center is now
outfitted with air conditioning,
two 70” flat screens, 32 pieces
of Life Fitness cardio machines,

20 pieces of INSIGNIA Series
strength equipment, two half
squat and bench racks among
other equipment. Wellesley’s
updated Spinning Room has 12
new cycles and a sound system
to amplify students’ workout
experience.
As for the Field House,
there are now three indoor
tennis courts, a four-lane track
with an updated long and
triple jump sand pit and other
necessary accommodations for
sporting events and practices at
Wellesley.
Over the past 10 months,
the College made adjustments
to accommodate students and
faculty who needed access
to recreational and fitness
opportunities while the Field
House and the Fitness Center
were closed. Thanks to the effort
of various buildings, students
and Wellesley’s maintenance
crew, the community was able
to adapt smoothly to these
changes.
“We relocated rock climbing
to Dana Hall; Caz Hall served
as the student cardio/strength
location; spinning was located
in one of the two glass squash
courts….Student-led
fitness
classes occurred in several
campus locations,” Belgiovine
noted.

President Kim Bottomly
articulated in a statement issued
at the conception of the Campus
Renewal projects that these
changes “will transform [the
students’ and faculty’s] living
and learning environment.”
However, the issue that
remains is that some students
may be unaware of the
renovations made to the KSC.
Despite the efforts of the Field
House Project Team, “The
Dirt,” which is curated by
Charna Westervelt, and chosen
members of Public Affairs,
the renovations to the Fitness
Center and the Field House
may not have been publicized
as effectively as possible. Many
students, including Emerson
Goldstein ’18, were unaware of
the KSC’s renovations.
In the coming days, there
are two events planned by the
school to attract campus-wide
attention to the KSC. According
to The Dirt, on Friday, Feb. 13,
at noon, there will be an Open
House ribbon-cutting ceremony
for the new Fitness Center/
Field House. The following
day on Feb. 14, at 1:00, there
will be a pre-game reception
and a Halftime Court Donor
Dedication during the Wellesley
vs. Mount Holyoke Basketball
game.

IN MEMORIAM

By HANA GLASSER ’15
College Government President

Although it may seem like the semester hasn’t even had
a chance to get started yet, College Government is working
hard toward making sure that Cabinet’s last few months
in office are our most productive yet. Here’s what we’re
thinking about right now:
-The Trustees were here last week and took the opportunity
to have dinner and an open dialogue discussion with students
on Feb. 3 to discuss the future of gender at Wellesley.
Thanks to the hard work of the students on the President’s
Advisory Committee on Gender and Wellesley (PAC), the
event proved to be both a massive success and a model for
how to structure conversation around divisive issues. CG is
thinking about how we can continue to work with the PAC
to keep students updated on the latest happenings, most
immediately with the PAC’s presentation at our next Senate.
We encourage interested students to join us.
-Following the national events of last semester, Cabinet
has committed itself to contributing to a fuller dialogue
around race on campus. We are in the process of structuring
an event/discussion series for early March, featuring a range
of programs from activist workshops to faculty panels. We
are going into this project with the goal of capturing the
same spirit of conversation those of us able to attend the
PAC’s dinner and discussion event experienced — one that
is thoughtful, engaged and expansive.
-College Government President’s Council (CGPC) is
currently researching on-campus employment in order to
reach out to campus employers about hiring practices. We
want to be sure that students on work-study are consistently
receiving the priority hiring they are owed and that first-year
students come to campus either a) with a job or b) knowing
exactly how to get one. CGPC is also planning a series of
programs for mid-March around the imposter syndrome
and the myth of perfection, to be hosted in partnership with
House President’s Council. Lastly, CGPC is hard at work on
wrapping up the Ideafest projects. Students should expect
to hear much more about that at the end of February, when
results begin to be delivered.
-SBOG is hosting the first ever Feel Good February and
announced their headlining act — Parks and Recreation’s
Retta — on Sunday. Retta will be perfoming in Jewett at 7
p.m. on Feb. 26.
-SOFC has its first meeting of the semester on Wednesday,
Feb. 11. Spring budgets for student organizations are due
next Monday, Feb.16.

-Chief Justice Katherine Tran ’15 was recently appointed
to serve as the Wellesley College Government ambassador
to the Babson-Olin-Wellesley collaboration. We hope that
we are able to leverage this partnership toward increased
student-to-student programming and shared campus
understanding, and look forward to seeing what they have
planned.
-A committee of Honor Code Council members and
Senators will be thinking in the next weeks about student
organizations and the Honor Code. How does the Honor
Code apply differently to student organizations, if at all?
Who should bear responsibility for an Honor Code charge
against an organization? How can student organizations
actively promote the Honor Code? The committee will
present its findings before spring break.
-At the beginning of the semester, President Bottomly
announced a new commission on race, to be chaired by
Professor Michael Jeffries of American Studies. While the
structure of the committee has yet to be finalized, CG looks
forward to working with administration to ensure strong
and diverse student representation. We will reach out with
information about appointments as soon as we know.
-Come April, Wellesley will elect its new Cabinet. If you
would like to be a part of Elections Committee, the SOAC
application is now live. Elections Committee is a key part
of making sure that the elections are run fairly and smoothly
and having the right team goes a long way toward making
sure things go as they should. Additionally, if you know
of someone who would make a great Cabinet member,
encourage them to reach out to the person currently holding
that position. Every Cabinet member would be thrilled to
talk about their experience in the position and lend whatever
guidance they are able.
Lastly, we are all thinking about our campus community
and the process of healing after a great loss. I hope that
students take advantage of the resources available to them
and that we all make time in the next few weeks to reach out
to each other with love and support.
My office hours are cancelled this week as I will be out of
town over the long weekend, but — as always — please feel
free to reach out via email or in person with any questions
or concerns.
Best,
Hana
cgpresident@wellesley.edu

COURTESY OF KATHRYN LEAHY

This week, Wellesley College grieved the loss of An
Ton, Wellesley ’17. An was an active participant in
WZLY, a warm and friendly RA in McAfee Hall and a
beloved friend to many. She was majoring in Biology
at Wellesley and will be remembered fondly by the
community. An is shown here with her friends Franzi
Ross ’17, Jessica Yung ’17, and Kathryn Leahy ’17.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Hello, all!
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NEWS IN BRIEF
New Exhibitions Featured in Davis
Museum
The Davis Museum presents several
new exhibits for spring 2015. This
season’s displays include works
from renowned Iranian artist Parviz
Tanavoli, who is known for Middle
Eastern influences prevalent in his
sculptures. The exhibit has been named
as one of The Boston Globe’s Top 10
upcoming exhibitions in the Winter
Arts Preview and was spotlighted by
the Financial Times. Another spring
display includes landscape explorations
by Rembrandt and other Dutch Golden
Age artists. Michael Craig-Martin, a
conceptual artist, reconstructs French
Post-Impressionist
artist
George
Seurat’s work in his contemporary
exhibitions. Spanish artist Francesc
Torres, Wellesley’s Spring 2014
Mellon Visiting Artist, showcases his
media work through archival footage
exploring the historical Abraham
Lincoln Brigade. The last exhibition,
Warhol@Wellesley,
displays
the
Davis’s collection of pop art, including
photographs and prints by the renowned
artist Andy Warhol.
Alumni Achievement Awards to be
presented to influential alumnae
The Alumni Achievement Award is
presented annually to three alumnae
who have distinguished themselves in
their fields and have been nominated
through a highly selective process with
multiple rounds of deliberations. This
year’s award winners include Suzanne
Ciani ’68, a five-time Grammy
nominee and Indie Music Awards
Winner, Jean Kilbourne ’64, renowned
filmmaker and pioneer media activist
and Nancy Kornblith Kopp ’65,
current State Treasurer of Maryland
and former member of the Maryland
House of Delegates. The Achievement
Award, the highest honor to be given
to alumnae of the College, will be
presented on Thursday, Feb. 12 at 5:30
p.m. at Alumnae Hall. Students, alums,
faculty and staff are invited to attend
the ceremony.
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By ZARINA PATWA ’18
Contributing Writer

FEATURES
Wellesley joins NARAL
Pro-Choice Campus Network

The new semester always starts with
a flurry of emails and flyers of new
movements on campus, and this semester,
one of those new movements is the
Wellesley chapter of NARAL Pro-Choice
Massachusetts (NARAL PCM). The
group came to campus after Francesca
Korte ’18 was inspired by her first-year
writing course and started an internship
with NARAL PCM’s campus network to
begin a group with the goal of reforming
reproductive health care on campus.
“I decided to write about abortion
statutes at the education level and their
adverse effects on teenagers. It was
something I could feel myself becoming
really passionate about,” Korte said. “I’ve
always been pro-choice. I’ve always felt
that a woman should make decisions about
her body. In high school my nickname was
‘Feminist Fran.’”
Through her research, Korte found out
about NARAL Pro-Choice Massachusetts,
a grassroots organization that mobilizes
voters to support legislation and parties
that fight for a range of reproductive rights
for women. Wellesley is the fifth chapter
in the Massachusetts campus network,
following Brandeis, Simmons, Clark
and Worcester State University. Over
Wintersession, Korte contacted Hailey
Magee, the campus network coordinator,
and began progress toward bringing the
organization to Wellesley College.
The NARAL campus network is
promoting the Reproductive Bill of Rights
and hoping to spread it through a collegeby-college approach. This “Bill of Rights”
would ensure that campuses provide
comprehensive reproductive health care
for students. It also promotes the freedom
to access information about sexual and
reproductive health care.
Even without the NARAL PCM present
on campus, Wellesley has a plan for
sexual and reproductive health care and
education. Bridget Dunn ’15, president

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The SHEs currently provide reproductive products on campus.
of the Sexual Health Educators (SHEs) specialists to information about abortion
on campus, provided insight into how clinics. Health Services can and will help
Wellesley’s Health Services handles with how to handle insurance as well.
sexual and reproductive health issues.
“Our mission as a group is to provide
The SHEs are trained by Health Services accurate and unbiased health education
in reproductive as well as sexual health about sexual health, and that does overlap
education, although they do not focus their with reproductive justice and abortion
events on these topics. Should a student access and access to healthcare,” Dunn
approach the SHEs or health services said.
with questions about how to handle a
If there is one aspect of reproductive and
pregnancy, they can outline options that sexual health care on campus that Dunn
range from referrals to prenatal care
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wishes could be improved upon, it is the
right to greater confidentiality, especially
on health insurance bills.
“Because many of us are young,
we’re dependent, and they [students]
are afraid that STD testing, birth control
prescriptions, and abortion would go on
there. So a lot of them aren’t getting the
care they need because they don’t want to
pay for it out of pocket. But there are a lot
of opportunities for progress to be made in
the realm of students accessing the health
care that they need,” she explained.
Demands for a more comprehensive
reproductive health plan also include
student requests for free birth control,
which also would not be shown on health
insurance forms.
The Reproductive Bill of Rights also
includes a request for maternity and
newborn care.
“I’ve heard rumors that when a woman
at Wellesley College becomes pregnant
she ends up taking a leave of absence from
the college. It might be that the college has
determined it has no need for maternity
care,” Korte said.
Korte feels confident about how she
plans to impact the campus. She will start
by gaining support from students and
then approach the administration. She
is also just beginning to contact other
organizations that may provide support and
strength to her message. In anticipation of
opposition, the NARAL campus network
has armed her with training for how to
handle conflicts.
Korte has about 14 people who have
officially expressed interest in supporting
her cause.
“I think if a college is going to support
this, Wellesley would be the one,” Holly
Raiborn ’18 said upon reading the flyer
about the Reproductive Bill of Rights.
“This is an issue I’m very passionate
about on a grand scale and at Wellesley
College. I think that if you have a group
of people that are really passionate even
though it is small, you can still do a lot
with it, so I’m really excited,” Korte stated.

Wellesley student wins prestigious
journalism fellowship

By KAT MALLARY ’17 AND
SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Co-Editors in Chief

Every year, nine college journalists
are selected as winners of the Roy W.
Howard National Collegiate Reporting
Competition. This year, Xueying Chen
’16, a former Co-Editor-in-Chief of
The Wellesley News, was selected by
the foundation. For the past 10 years,
the Scripps Howard Foundation has
awarded the winners of this competition
a nine-day, all-expenses-paid study trip
to Japan, providing student journalists an
opportunity to travel to Hiroshima and
Tokyo to participate in a reporting class.
Chen, an Economics and English
double major, is studying abroad this
semester at University College, London.
The Wellesley News reached to Chen
for an email interview about her start in
journalism, the award and how she expects
her experience in Japan will shape her
reporting skills.
Chen initially became interested
in journalism during her first year at
Wellesley while writing for The Wellesley
News.
“As I became more involved, I grew more
appreciative of the role of journalism in
informing communities and encouraging
civic engagement,” Chen said. After
writing for the News section — first as a
staff writer and then as an editor — Chen
described that she started to see journalism
as a serious career option.
“I heard about the Roy W. Howard
fellowship through The Wellesley News

and it matches my current interests
perfectly,”
Chen
explained.
Roy
W. Howard led the Scripps Howard
Newspapers from 1922-1953 and was a
pioneer in journalism in Asia through two
World Wars. Much as Howard pioneered
in Asian journalism throughout political
transition, Chen said she hopes to report
from Asia to chronicle the region’s recent
economic growth.
“I think it’s the place to be for business
reporting, which is what I want to do.”
When asked about her goals for the
study trip, Chen mentioned that she hopes
to explore journalism in Asia as a possible
career and added that she also hoped to
expand her network of college journalists.
“I’m also excited to meet other college
and international reporters and geek
out about the practice, but also learn
from them,” she said. “Other than that,
sightseeing and eating are my goals for the
trip.”
Chen
described
the
fellowship
opportunity as part of a semester spent
traveling.
“I reckon this year is going to be the
year I travel like crazy since I’m already
studying abroad in London and have
plans to travel around Europe. Hopefully
this won’t be the last time I get to travel
a bunch,” Chen said. The Howard
opportunity in particular includes travel to
four cities in the Kansai region of Japan,
including Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe.
“I was born in China, but moved to the
States when I was two. I’ve never been
back to China or visited Asia since then,”
Chen said.

COURTESY OF THE ROY W. HOWARD FOUNDATION

Chen is one of nine student journalists selected for the Howard Reporting Competition.
Even though Wellesley does not offer a Work and Service Global Engagement
journalism major, it’s still possible to build program.
up a journalism portfolio as a Wellesley
Chen offered her own advice to other
student.
Wellesley students looking to explore a
“I think my clips from writing for career in journalism.
the Wellesley News helped me get my
“I think networking, publishing
first production internship last summer professional clips and having a mentor
in Chicago, which helped me build a are the keys to the field,” Chen said. She
professional producer’s reel that I use as also described how the Wellesley network
a work sample,” Chen said. She found her can be used to make connections in the
production internship, at Chicago Tonight, field: “Even if you don’t know journalists,
a daily news show hosted by PBS’ Chicago perhaps someone in your current network
affiliate, through the Wellesley Center for does.” Chen will travel to Japan in May.
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Trustees solicit student opinion on gender

What it means to be a women’s institution in the 21st century
By KILY WONG ’16
Features Editor
Between all the snow days and class cancellations,
students and select members of Wellesley College’s
faculty and administration found time to congregate to
discuss the issue of gender and the implications of what
it means to be a women’s college in the 21st century. Yet
there still seemed to be a disparity between viewpoints of
how the institution versus the student body believed the
College should move forward.
A dinner on Tuesday, Feb. 3 provided a unique
opportunity for students to speak directly to members of
the Board of Trustees and appointed representatives of the
President’s Advisory Committee on Gender at Wellesley
(PACGW).The forum that night was primarily a space for
listening.
Charlotte Benishek ’16 described how it was different
from the more charged town hall meeting that was held
after the publication of a provocative article in the New
York Times about the implications of the transgender
movement at women’s institutions.
“It was warm, safe, respectful — I was really pleased
by it,” Benishek said. “While there were many differing
opinions, it still felt respectful and promising.”
The event began with a presentation by student
representatives from the advisory committee, but people
quickly broke into small tables for smaller discussions
facilitated by a trustee or member from the committee.
The students completed a variety of exercises including
comparing different admission and graduation policies
from other women’s colleges and writing down their
comments to give feedback.
“I think we were mostly there to learn, more than
anything, and the students on the Committee wanted to
share what they do and disseminate that information,”
attendee Melanie Chen ’16 said. “It was helpful to see the
wide spectrum of policies that exist.”
Although neither Benishek nor Chen had a chance to

Secretary of the Board of Trustees and Assistant Vice
President Marianne Cooley.
talk to trustees firsthand, they both felt heard. Aside from
providing an overview of the process that the committee
and institution was taking, the students also discussed
hypothetical scenarios and assessed current policy within
their groups.
At Benishek’s table, Director of Residential and Campus
Life Kris Niendorf pointed out how the institution uses
language in its communications with students in its

catalogue and on its website. Niendorf drew attention to
the use of female gender pronouns and addresses such as
“your daughter,” and pressed students to think about the
impact such language might have on students.
“[Niendorf] says that in all her communication to
students, she intentionally makes them gender neutral,”
described Benishek. “And then we went around the table,
and like of course we’ve all received things from her, and
the person at the table who didn’t identify as female was
like, ‘Yeah, I noticed that and I appreciated that,’ and then
the people who identified as female were like, ‘I didn’t
notice that.’”
Overall, the event provoked students to consider
arguments and perspectives that they had never previously
considered. While it did not seem to sway people’s
opinions and stances, it certainly provided an opportunity
to learn more from one another, practice articulating
beliefs and separating opinions that are backed by
reasoning from pure feelings and emotions.
“The intention of the meeting was to gather opinions
and thoughts from as many students as possible on the
issues that our PACGW has been working on over the past
couple of months,” Niendorf explained. “It was also an
opportunity for trustees and committee members to hear
directly from students.”
The committee intends on reviewing the data it has
received from students and alumnae so that the trustees
can be informed in their decision making. Niendorf was
pleased with the success of this event and added that there
is likely to be a final document with all the comments
from the evening posted on their website.
“The trustees always enjoy their time with students. At
this meeting, they met jointly with the PACGW to review
both groups work thus far,” Secretary of the Board of
Trustees and Assistant Vice President Marianne Cooley
added. “Both committees’ conversations are productive
and outgoing.” She also confirmed that as work continues
over the next month, any updates from the PACGW will
be available on their website.

Alpha Kappa Chi: Mixing the old and the new
By GRACE BALLENGER ’17
Features Editor

Classics society revived on campus

Wellesley’s Alpha Kappa Chi seems
an unlikely mix of old and new. An old
society that is now being revived also
focuses on classics and antiquity, and
hopes to be modern as well.
The classics society, known as AKX, was
revived by Ryan Ackell ’17 and Wendy
Nettleton ’17 as a way to pay homage
to the old societies that were active at
Wellesley. The original six societies are
the societies that are currently on campus
but do not include Phi Delta Phi, which
was added later.
“It’s really cool to have the original
six societies back on campus because a
couple of them were deconstituted in the
60s due to lack of interest. I think it gives
people more options if they’re interested
in joining societies,” Ackell said.
The original Alpha Kappa Chi society
was most active in the first quarter of the
20th century, with interest dwindling in
the 1940s and 1950s. When the the society
was disbanded in 1969 it had only six
members.
The group of students currently in AKX
intends on keeping some of the traditions
of the original Alpha Kappa Chi, but is
also working to modernize some of the
original traditions of the society.
“Back in the 1800s when it was founded
society members sang hymns and read
Bible verses, and I don’t think we’ll
continue that. We’re hopefully going to
have some of the same traditions with the
sisters, but some things just don’t make
sense to do in 2015,” Ackell said.
One of the most important traditions
that Alpha Kappa Chi plans to keep is a
tradition of sharing a meal together.
“I really like their idea where once a
week they had a sisterhood dinner where
everyone kind of gets together once a
week and does something that’s organized.
It’s a nice way to kind of relax, especially

COURTESY OF RYAN ACKELL ’17

The members of Alpha Kappa Chi who were a part of the graduating class of 1902.
because Wellesley is so overwhelming,” professors in the History and classics
Ackell explained.
departments plan and promote a lecture
Joy Price ’17 serves as the current series on classical topics.
secretary of Alpha Kappa Chi and also
When the classics society was most
cited the sisterhood as one of her favorite active, it had several connections with
parts of the society.
professors in the Greek and Latin
“I never knew that group of people, and departments, which are now the classics
I really like that it’s just another group of department. However, as the society
people that I can have lunches together, planned fewer activities, their connection
hang out together. It’s another group of with the academic departments also
sisters,” Price said.
waned.
This emphasis on sisterhood is an
Professor Emeritus Mary Lefkowitz
embodiment of one of Alpha Kappa ’57 of Classical Studies recalled that in
Chi’s four different pillars: philanthropy, its declining years AKX did not interact
scholarship, classics and sisterhood.
much with the Classics department.
The society also plans to include
“They had a perfectly good relationship.
scholarship in their activities by helping It wasn’t terribly close,” Lefkowitz said

to describe the relationship between the
society and the department.
Because of the lack of activities,
Lefkowitz remembers that as a student
she did not find the Classics Society very
interesting.
“They didn’t do much, whereas the
Shakespeare Society put on all of these
plays, so I joined the Shakespeare Society,”
Lefkowitz said. “Several societies lost
their meaning, so this wasn’t the only
one.”
Ackell, on the other hand, intends for
Alpha Kappa Chi to be an active society
with a philanthropic purpose. The society
is planning to do Relay for Life and
volunteer tasks as a way of embodying this
pillar of the society.
“We do have a small number of girls, so
it’s hard to do anything substantial, but we
all really hard workers. That’s what I’ve
learned over the last couple of months,”
Ackell said.
The original Alpha Kappa Chi was
more oriented around theatre. Katherine
Geffcken, a Professor Emeritus of
Greek and Latin, recalls one of the last
collaborations between the classics
department and the society.
“In the 60s we did a play in the house,
Pometheus, and that was clearly with the
cooperation of the society,” Geffcken said.
However, she said that when Alpha Kappa
Chi put on productions of Greek plays,
“In contrast with the department, they did
them in English.”
The fourth pillar of the society, classics,
is the common link between the old and
the new Alpha Kappa Chi. Ackell believes
that almost anyone can take an interest in
classics because the effects of classical
civilization are still felt today and the
stories from the time are entertaining.
“I think it’s very easy to get interested in
classics because everyone’s had a little bit
of it in high school. The Greek and Roman
legends are ridiculous and fun to read,”
Ackell said.
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College responsible for ensuring safety and
fair compensation for dining hall workers
As the doors to Wellesley
College opened to usher in
spring semester, the Northeast
welcomed
back
college
students with a record snowfall
— 40.2 inches in seven days
and around another foot of
snow this past weekend.
While snow days are
usually fun surprises, with
canceled classes and extra
time to sled down Severance
Green or watch Netflix’s
latest additions, they are a
logistical and safety concern
for many College employees.
During our snow days — and
even on days when the roads
remained unsafe — dining hall
workers were not reprieved
of their responsibilities and
were still expected to work.
The Wellesley News Editorial
Staff strongly believes that our
dining hall employees should
not have to work or be asked
to work during snow days.
Rather,
they
should,
like
most
employees,
enjoy their day safely at
home with their families.
In the Northeast, we recently
experienced the worst snow
conditions in 114 years. Many

academic institutions closed
their doors, certainly not on the
principle that students should
enjoy the snow, but because
it was not safe to travel.
Department heads at Wellesley
reserve the right to decide
whether professors should
trek to school in whiteout
conditions to hold lectures. On
Tuesday and Wednesday of the
first week of classes, Wellesley
College decided it was not
safe to travel, and that classes
could be rescheduled at a time
when traveling was low-risk.
However, this safeguard
was not extended to many
employees, including the
dining hall workers who
are
deemed
“essential
employees” by the College.
On Jan. 10, the Independent
Maintenance and Service
Employees Union of America
posted a “Dining Service
Emergency Closing Petition”
on its Facebook page. The
petition
discussed
how
commuting during weather
emergencies is treacherous.
When Governor Charlie
Baker declared a travel ban
on Tuesday, dining hall

workers were banned from
driving; only first responders,
hospital personnel, private
plow drivers and the media
were allowed to travel.
On Wednesday, despite
the College’s closure due to
travel safety concerns, dining
hall workers were asked to
resume working. Of course,
the dining halls were open on
both Tuesday and Wednesday.
Despite a negotiated collective
bargaining agreement stating
that those “who are expected
to report to work but cannot
do so because of a declared
state of emergency will receive
their regular straight time pay,”
dining hall employees who
could not report in on Tuesday
were unfairly denied pay.
Dining hall employees are
expected to work on snow days
and they are only paid if they
take a vacation day, regardless
of the fact that it is a snow day.
Furthermore, many employees
who worked on Tuesday had
to spend the night at Wellesley
due to the length and danger
of travel; they slept on cots
in the dorms and in the Lulu.
It is our opinion that dining

hall workers should not be
asked to travel in high-risk
situations in order to prepare
food for the College’s students.
As one of the lowest-paid
employees at Wellesley, dining
hall employees often live
paycheck by paycheck. Dining
hall workers should be paid
regardless of whether or not
they can make it, and continue
to receive 2.5 times their salary
if they are able to come in.
As with any crisis, weather
emergencies
have
the
potential to promote a sense
of community. However, it
is unfortunate that Wellesley
allows workers to risk their
lives traveling in order to
perform a nonessential duty
of food preparation for
students who are competent
enough to feed themselves.
Even if the administration
maintains that food preparation
is essential, it must lead by
example and respect the safety
and livelihoods of dining
hall workers by ensuring fair
compensation for their services.

Hosting Olympics would result in residential
displacement and overspending
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
Assistant Opinions Editor

Boston beat out Los Angeles,
Washington, D.C. and San
Francisco two weeks ago to
become the U.S. bid for the
2024 Summer Olympics. Only
Rome has joined Boston in
formally applying; interested
cities have until 2016 to apply.
As an intellectual hub of the
world and strategic U.S. port
city, however, Boston has a
fighting chance at becoming the
2024 Summer Olympics host
city. But if Boston is awarded
the coveted status of host city,
the city should turn down the
offer for economic reasons.
There are many vocal
proponents for hosting the 2024
Summer Olympics in Boston,
including politicians like Mitt
Romney and Mayor Martin
Walsh. These proponents
attempt to convince us that
hosting the Boston Olympics is
not only feasible but will bring
long-term economic benefits.
They tell us about the
spike in tourism the city will
receive and the flow of foreign
investment that will come with
it. They urge us to ignore past
trends of massive housing
displacement in past Olympics
host cities and spending that
has ballooned out of control.
Most of all, they woo us
with the tantalizing vision of
Boston as an even stronger city
than it is now, united within
and supported by the world.
However, there are glaring
incongruities between how
these proponents say Boston
will be financially responsible
and the empirically established
accounts of the financial
disasters of the Olympics in
London and Sochi. London
spent $13.61 billion for the

2012
Summer
Olympics
— $3.06 billion over their
promised budget. Much of the
extra spending was not included
in public announcements and
was only brought to light after
investigators cited the Freedom
of Information Act, according
to the Daily Telegraph.
Sochi’s 2014 Winter Olympics
spending ballooned beyond its
budget of $12 billion to a jawdropping $50 billion, becoming

the exorbitant costs? Even
though many politicians and the
general population believe they
do, economists beg to differ.
The National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER)
released a 2009 paper
concluding that while shortterm net exports and overall
trade is 30 percent higher for
Olympics hosts, the same trend
also applies to unsuccessful
bidding
cities.
NBER

COURTESY OF GAVIN ORTLUND
the most expensive Olympic
Games of all time. Notably,
five out of eight of the most
expensive Olympics of all time
occurred after 2000, even after
adjusting for inflation. Boston
promises to raise all $10 billion
of its proposed Olympic budget
from private sources such
as investors and businesses.
Regardless of initial budget
promises and oaths of fiscal
responsibility, it has simply
became very expensive to host
a successful Olympics in this
century due to the way budgets
tend to increase as the games
continue because of previously
unforeseen costs. Do the
economic benefits of Boston
hosting the Olympics outweigh

concluded that actually hosting
mega-events like the Olympics
and World Cup brings little
more than a short-term spike
in tourism and astronomical
infrastructure
costs.
From this research, we
must conclude that Boston
gains more economically by
merely staying a candidate
city and not becoming a host.
Another
economically
troubling part of the Olympics
is its tendency to uproot
neighborhoods by forcing
residents to move. According
to the Guardian, two million
people have been displaced
by the Olympics in the past 20
years. The poor and minorities
have been disproportionately

affected, and have often
been forcibly evicted with
little or no compensation.
With their homes demolished,
these displaced people face a
very real danger of becoming
homeless in the shadow of
the Olympics. Boston plans
to reduce leases from 12 to
nine months in the year of the
Games, suggesting that at least
some will be asked to leave
as tourists come to visit and
temporary stadiums are built.
Parties like the New Boston
Food Market do not plan on
leaving to make room for a
new stadium, and Somerville
residents are unhappy with
the proposition of installing
a
permanent
velodrome
in
Assembly
Square.
Dissatisfaction
with
a
lack of public meetings and
opportunities to participate
in the democratic process
is not limited to these few
parties. When one looks
up “Boston Olympics” on
Google,
nobostonolympics.
org appears before the
official Boston 2024 website.
This fact and the surprisingly
large number of articles written
against Boston’s choice to host
the Olympics suggests that a
large segment of the population
does not want the city to host
the Games. The good news
is that both sides are trying
to meet each other halfway.
The city of Boston is
providing
a
series
of
informational public meetings
about the city’s plan to host the
Olympics that will also serve
as a place for discussion. These
meetings will be an excellent
opportunity for Bostonians to
show their government how
their city would be better off
not hosting the Olympics.
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Media coverage on Boko
Haram indicates Western bias
By MARYAM KHAN ’18
Staff Writer

The Nigerian terrorist organization
Boko Haram stole the international
spotlight last year when it kidnapped
276 schoolgirls, prompting the united
rallying cry “Bring Back Our Girls.”
This past January, Boko Haram
launched another brutal offense by
raiding Baga and other surrounding
villages, causing the deaths of 2000
civilians. You may not have heard
as much about this incident as it
was overshadowed by reports of
the Charlie Hebdo shooting, which
killed twelve in Paris on January 7.
Why did a tragedy that claimed
160 times the death toll than the
Hebdo tragedy not receive proper
coverage? Western media is biased.
There is a clear double standard when
it comes to reporting on Western and
non-Western news. This perpetuates
the mystique of the “Other” and
prevents us from engaging with the
issues that humanity is dealing with
in a different part of the world. The
attack on free speech most probably
struck a chord with Western media
in that its line of work was punished.
The tragedy of Charlie Hebdo is
something that we rightfully mourn,
but it should not be at the expense of
another distressing event occurring
in a different part of the world or at
the expense of an entire religion.
We do not need to know about
Nigeria because its people are not in
the U.S. national interest. We do not
need to know about Nigeria because
anything outside the Western world
is unimportant. We do not need to
know about Nigeria because Nigeria
needs to deal with its own problems.
Some people feel there is no need
for the United States to intervene in
an issue that is Nigeria’s problem.
But since when has the U.S. shied
away from interfering in international
conflicts? Western media could have

reported more extensively on this
issue. Troops from Chad have already
joined the fight, demonstrating not
only an intensification of the conflict
but also that Boko Haram is now a
regional threat. The escalation of
violence is evidence that the current
pattern of offense against Boko
Haram is not working. Nigeria is
at fault for failing to take on Boko
Haram and protect its citizens. Its
weak and ineffective government
refused to address the attack in its own
country. However, the United States,
as a nation familiar with dealing
with terrorist groups, should be more
sympathetic and distraught with the
violence exemplified by Boko Haram.
If an entire region cannot combat
the militant group, the cooperation
and
collaboration
of
several
regional powers will be necessary.
The preservation of human life
should be esteemed just as much if not
more than the preservation of freedom
of speech. The United States not
only condemned the Paris attack but
also encouraged citizens to support
France as an act of group cohesion
— which ultimately helped distract
from the act of aggression in Nigeria.
Media coverage is important because
it creates awareness by bringing
attention to issues around the world.
Keeping informed is also an important
civic
responsibility.
Receiving
information and determining what is
significant and accurate is necessary
for citizens to support their democracy.
Thus, when news is reported, proper
respect must be given to each story.
Without challenging our knowledge,
we will not be able to change for the
better. I agree that freedom of speech
is a necessary tool for societies to
inform, discuss and inspire. But it
is time for the Western media to
take responsibility as a member
of the global community, instead
of reveling in its regional power.
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THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

Jordan’s failed negotiations reveal
the truth about engaging with ISIS
By LIZAMARIA ARIAS ’17
Staff Columnist

Brokering a deal between two parties
with different perspectives and end goals is
difficult enough. How do you arrive at an
agreement with a party that not only has a
radically different end goal than your own,
but also has absolutely no respect for human
life, doesn’t tolerate those with different
ideologies and views terrorism as a means
to an end? The answer is simple: you don’t.
Last December, Jordanian air pilot Moath
al-Kasasbeh was captured by ISIS when his
aircraft crashed during a mission over Syria.
Near the end of January, ISIS delivered a
message to Jordan demanding the release
of terrorist Sajida al-Rishawi by sunset or
al-Kasasbeh would die. ISIS also linked the
release of al-Rishawi to the fate of the Japanese
journalist, Kenji Goto, claiming that his death
would follow al-Kasabeh’s. The world was
surprised when Jordan acquiesced and said
they would release al-Rishawi after they
received proof that the pilot was still alive.
Tensions mounted as the hour drew near
and ISIS refused to produce proof of alKasabeh’s survival. As the sun set on Jan. 29,
the deadline to bring al-Rishawi to the border,
Jordan and Japan awaited the fate of the
hostages. A few days later, ISIS released its
most gruesome and inhumane video to date,
showing al-Kasasbeh’s incineration in a cage.
Intelligence later revealed that the
video was not a response to Jordan’s
failure to release al-Rishawi, but had
actually been shot a month before. ISIS
never had any intention of releasing the
pilot; according to this information, alKasasbeh had been dead since Jan. 3.
This tactic, which is often referred to as
information warfare, relies on manipulation
and deception to weaken the enemy. Had Jordan
released al-Rishawi, the decision would have
caused problems for the country and increased
tension between the Arab nations. ISIS knew
how to play on the emotions of Jordanians

and hoped that they would allow emotion
to win over reason — it nearly worked.
Major powers, particularly the US, have
long touted the axiom, “we do not negotiate
with terrorists.” Last May, after President
Obama’s controversial decision to release five
Guantanamo detainees in exchange for Army
Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, critics denounced the
action as setting a dangerous precedent while
supporters claimed that the exchange posed
no security threat since the detainees had
been out of the field for a while and were not
likely to return to terrorist activity. However,
recent intelligence has alerted the US that at
least one of the detainees has attempted to
make contact with the Taliban. Although the
situation is being monitored closely and there
appears to be no imminent threat, according
to intelligence officials, the facts remain the
same. When America and other countries
engage with terrorists we stand to lose more
than the terrorists do, because they do not play
by the rules. While the President Obama’s
negotiations seemed harmless to supporters
they set a dangerous precedent, they allowed
terrorists to return home and gave them the
opportunity to reach out to terror groups
once again, but worst of all, they made others
in the international community entertain
the thought that negotiating with terrorists
might not be such a bad idea. Thankfully,
Jordan did not fall for ISIS’s deception.
Negotiations assume that there is a set of
rules by which both parties will abide —
but terrorists do not adhere to rules or lofty
doctrines. ISIS has shown this time and time
again. While it is tempting to want to try and
save one of our own, it is crucial to remember
that the difference between us and them is
principle. Terrorists do not negotiate with
transparency and they do not deliver on their
promises. It is a very slippery slope to engage
these terrorist groups and treat them like we
would any other nation on the international
stage. They are not legitimate groups and
they do not deserve to be treated as such.

Education, not forced immunization: tackling the measles outbreak
By NIKITA NAGRAS ’18
Contributing Writer

After 50 years as a measles-free nation, an outbreak of
measles in December shocked the nation, sparking debate
on the benefits and dangers of vaccines. Ultimately, the
debate concerns the clash between freedom of choice
and public safety rather than a question of medical
advantages. At the same time, misinformation about
vaccines abounds in Internet forums and local media,
exacerbating the public’s fears about immunizations.
While medical research proves that vaccination benefits
society as a whole, forced immunization that disregards
religious and cultural beliefs should not be the solution.
Instead, health organizations and medical professionals
should collaborate to provide accessible information
about vaccinations, their importance and possible side
effects. In addition, health experts must challenge and
thoroughly debunk every voice that protests against
vaccines before ungrounded fears can grip the public.
As per American democratic values, every person reserves
the right to make decisions for their own bodies. Mandatory
vaccination would remove any freedom of choice and
invalidate the concept of informed consent. According to
medical law, patients reserve the right to choose whether
or not to undergo a medical procedure only after a health
professional informs them of the success rate and possible
risks. The law should apply the same ethics to vaccination.
Furthermore, when we give up the right to make decisions
about our own bodies, we lose the privilege of being able to
think critically about what’s best for ourselves. Mandatory
vaccination would only increase people’s ignorance,
as the public would become more passive with regards
to vaccinations and their effects. Imposed laws would
only curtail people’s choice and antagonize the public as
they would feel that the government was overstepping
boundaries by making personal choices for them.
Some argue that the main purpose of vaccination is not
simply to prevent people from catching incurable diseases
but to provide herd immunity. Indeed, the National Institute
of Health proposes that some vaccines can be considered
“altruistic medical procedures” because they provide more
protection to society than the patient, who runs the risks
of the associated procedure. In cases where procedures on
individuals would protect society at large, public safety
should supposedly overrule personal liberty. However,
most medical professionals agree that herd immunity
can only be achieved if 95 percent of the population is

BY PADYA PARAMITA ‘18 GRAPHICS EDITOR
vaccinated. According to a recent Center for Control of
Diseases and Prevention report, 94.5% of kindergarteners
throughout the nation are vaccinated for measles, mumps,
and rubella, and 95.1% are vaccinated for acellular pertussis.
In states with the lowest vaccination rates, the percentage
of those who are vaccinated borders 90 percent. Such
statistics demonstrate that the majority of the population
leans toward vaccination, and the likelihood of a disease
spreading wildly is very low. In any case, people who are
exempting from vaccinations for religious or philosophical
reasons are not likely to follow mandatory laws that
oppose their principles; people with strong inclinations
will certainly find loopholes or ways to avoid vaccinations.
However, anti-vaccine campaigns are gaining
momentum, and more people are exempting themselves
from vaccinations. Although the danger of contagion
may not be immediate, the American public’s lack of
knowledge on the topic will hurt future generations.
In order to fully maximize herd immunity, our goal
should be to reach out to parts of the demographic that
remain uncertain about the benefits and risks associated
with vaccinations. Ignorance and lack of education

threaten public safety more than flexible laws regarding
vaccination. A single voice of protest can easily halt
several immunization campaigns, because people’s fears
of vaccinations stem from lack of knowledge. Even today,
anti-vaccination advocates and politicians continue to
quote Andrew Wakefield’s thoroughly debunked study
from 1998 that linked vaccinations to autism in children.
In order to counteract fearful dissent, health professionals
and vaccination advocates should make information
regarding vaccines readily accessible to the public. This
does not simply entail uploading free information on the
Internet, but reframing scientific research and experience
in a way that would be easily understood by the masses
and be used to challenge every media outlet that argues
against vaccines. Ironically, the problem lies in America’s
success with preventing contagious diseases; American
vaccinations have so successfully halted the spread of
most diseases that the threat of contagion is not readily
apparent to most Americans. Increasing awareness of
vaccinations and informing the public of the long history
behind vaccines would be the first step in reducing
the general ignorance and complacency on the topic.
As per the State of Massachusetts mandate, all
college students must be immunized against certain
preventable diseases before arriving on campus.
Likewise, Wellesley College requires that all students
receive vaccinations for measles, mumps, rubella,
tetanus, diphtheria, hepatitis B, and meningitis.
Prospective students should not be denied the privilege
of education because of their immunization status, but
unvaccinated students must uphold the consequences of
their choice. If the college asks unvaccinated students
to leave the College in cases of a contagion breakout
or requests that they refrain from living in dorms
altogether, then they must follow the rules to protect
themselves and others. Health Services at Wellesley
already offers free flu shots intermittently throughout the
year, and the lack of expense encourages more students
to immunize themselves and strengthens herd immunity.
In a clash between public safety and personal liberty,
it seems obvious to protect general society first and
foremost. However, forced medical procedures would
only serve to antagonize the public even further, as such an
imposition would curtail their choice and would remove
responsibility for their own bodies. In such cases, we
should increase awareness, reduce ignorance and trust
that the general public would make an informed choice.
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Parviz Tanavoli exhibition draws crowd,
media attention at Davis Museum spring opening
By KAT MALLARY ’17 AND
SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Co-Editors in Chief
Despite record-breaking snowfall, Collins
Cinema was bustling with students, faculty
and community members for the Davis
Museum’s Spring Opening Celebration.
The highlight of the museum’s spring
semester is the first ever U.S. museum
retrospective of Iranian sculptor Parviz
Tanavoli’s work. In fact, there hasn’t
been an exhibition of Tanavoli’s work in
the United States since 1976, although
Tanavoli is often referred to as the father of
modern Iranian sculpture and is a founding
member of the Saqqakhana movement.
At the opening celebration, Tanavoli
participated in a roundtable discussion
with the co-curators of the exhibit: Lisa
Fischman, the Ruth Gordon Shapiro ’37
director of the Davis Museum and Dr.
Shiva Balaghi of Brown University.
The exhibit represents almost all the
media in which Tanavoli works. Although
Tanavoli is best known for his modern and
expressive sculptures, he has also created
works in paint, printmaking, jewelry, rugs
and ceramics. The exhibition opening at
the Davis will be comprehensive in terms
of media, with one notable exception.
Due U.S. sanctions on importing Persian
rugs, Tanavoli’s textile art could not be
displayed at the Davis Museum for the
retrospective.
The loss of Tanavoli’s textile art from
the exhibition is an important blow given
his extensive writing on Persian textiles.
In addition to other books about art
collecting and Persian tradition, Tanavoli
has authored several books on various
kinds of textiles, ranging from flatweaves
to traditional Persian lion motif rugs.
The idea for the exhibition at Wellesley
was born when the co-curators saw his
art treated badly in Tehran. Although
Tanavoli’s art commands a high value on
the market, the curators felt that it was
being mishandled. When Wellesley College
trustee Maryam Homayoun-Eisler heard
about the situation, she recommended
setting up an exhibition of Tanavoli’s art at
Wellesley.
Because the exhibit at the Davis features
such a broad range of Tanavoli’s work,
it offers an excellent chance to study
the progression of one particular motif:
“heech,” the Farsi word for nothing or
nothingness. His project exploring the
meaning of “heech” has spanned 50 years
as of 2015, with its origins in 1965. During

that time, Tanavoli has recreated “heech” in
various media, including jewelry, ceramics
and neon.
At the roundtable, Tanavoli discussed
the role of heech in both Persian tradition
and pop culture. Tanavoli emphasized
that artwork’s value is largely in its
sociopolitical context as well as in its
aesthetic content, which drove him to
explore the meaning and significance
of “heech” and other Persian motifs.
Wellesley students expressed interest and
enthusiasm for Tanavoli’s incorporation of
Farsi characters into his work. “I’m a big
fan of Iranian art and I’m a Hindi and Urdu
student, and a lot of his art uses scripts,

Another traditional motif Tanavoli
considers in his work is the Persian lion
- Tanavoli saw a lion rug in Shiraz and
was inspired to work with the motif. He
wrote a book about the presence of lions
in Persian textiles that, as he told the
roundtable, he kept himself busy with
during the Iranian Revolution.
Balaghi reiterated that no other
university or college students, even in
the Middle East, would have this level of
access to Tanavoli’s art. Other than the
internet, the only other place to for an
American to see artwork by Tanavoli is in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City, which purchased Tanavoli’s
sculpture “Poet Turning into Heech” in
2012.
Tanavoli’s work is notable not just for
its artistic prowess, but for the attention
that it has commanded from collectors.
His art has set record prices in Dubai,
in the U.A.E, and at Christie’s auction
house. The high profile of the exhibition
drew reporters and photographers to the
Davis opening.
Although the Davis is a small museum,
global media has reported on the Tanavoli
exhibition. The Guardian, based in the
United Kingdom, published a piece on
the exhibition, and Hali Magazine, an
internationally known art magazine,
named it an Editor’s Choice exhibition.
The retrospective of Tanavoli’s work is
also an important piece in a larger shift
of arts culture at Wellesley. This semester,
in addition to Tanavoli’s retrospective
at the Davis, Collins Cinema will be
showing a film series called “Women in
Iranian Cinema.” This will complement
a symposium called “Art and Reality:
Contemporary Middle Eastern Art in
Context.”
Although the study of art history at
PHOTO COURTESY OF PARVIZ TANAVOLI
Wellesley typically conjures up images
of European Renaissance paintings, in
which I love,” said Maureen McCord ’18.
Heech is not the only Persian symbol the vein of “Mona Lisa Smile,” Wellesley
that Tanavoli has investigated. Tanavoli’s students, however, seem eager to embrace
art often draws from the intersections the change.
“I just know about classic, medieval art,
of Persian history and modernity. He
mentioned at the roundtable that he was so Iranian art is something I haven’t seen,
also inspired by the Persian love story of and I’m looking forward to fighting my
Eurocentrism,” Sarah Michelson ’18 said.
Farhad and Shirin.
This year’s Spring Opening celebration
The story tells the tale of Farhad, a
commoner who falls in love Shirin, a marks the opening of three new exhibitions,
princess. Both meet a tragic ending that “Parviz Tanavoli,” “Michael Craig Martin:
has become as well-known in Persian Reconstructing Seurat,” and “Rembrandt
tradition as “Romeo and Juliet” has in the and the Landscape Tradition,” all of which
West. “Farhad became like my ancestor,” are open at The Davis from Feb. 10, 2015
Tanavoli said, describing his heartfelt to June 7, 2015.
connection to Persian lore.

Unexpected winners shock audiences at Grammys
By SARAH COHEN ’17
Contributing Writer
The 2015 Grammys took place this past
Sunday, Feb. 10. Hosted once again by LL
Cool J, the awards ceremony started off on
high energy with ACDC performing their
hit song “Highway to Hell,” strewn with
guitar solos and blazing pyrotechnics that
had the whole crowd in the Staples Center
up on its feet dancing, including Lady
Gaga and Blake Shelton. The first award
that night, Best New Artist, unsurprisingly
went to Sam Smith, who received the most
nominations alongside Pharrell Williams
and Beyoncé. The night proved fruitful for
the lucky newcomer, who ultimately took
home four Grammy awards, among them
Best Pop Vocal Album, Record of the Year
and Song of the Year.
Sentimental performances tugged at
America’s heartstrings, including Ariana
Grande’s rendition of “Just a Little Bit
of Your Heart” written for her by One
Direction’s Harry Styles and a tribute duet
by Jessie J and Tom Jones of “You’ve Lost
That Lovin’ Feeling.” The next award,
Best Pop Solo Performance, was snagged
by Pharrell Williams for his catchy track
“Happy.” Many viewers were surprised at
Williams’ win, given that Sia, Taylor Swift

“Kanye still
managed to
be the center
of attention
during both his
performance
and after.”

and Sam Smith were among the nominees.
Among the first of the many interesting
performances that night was Madonna’s
comeback performance of “Living for
Love,” her first single off of her upcoming
thirteenth studio album, “Rebel Heart.”
Never failing to remind us that she is the
queen of performance, the 56-year-old pop
star danced alongside 56 horned, animallike dancers wearing rhinestone masks,
while clad in a skimpy matador ensemble.
Regardless of the audience’s reactions,
Madonna proved that she’s still fit as ever
and can out-dance anyone.

The most talked-about person of the night,
however, was none other than Kanye West.
Performing for the first time in six years,
Kanye sang his heartfelt song dedicated
to his daughter, North West, and his late
mother, titled “Only One.” Although I
found his decision to wear a Fubu-esque
red velour tracksuit questionable, Kanye
still managed to be the center of attention
during both his performance and after.
The most controversial event was
undoubtedly when Beck won Album of
the Year over Beyoncé’s celebrated visual
album. Instantly social media was abuzz
with criticism and utter shock, which I felt
myself. Among those outraged was Kanye
West, who pulled the biggest scare of the
evening, threatening to do exactly as he
did in 2009 when he interrupted Taylor
Swift’s acceptance speech at the VMA’s.
Thankfully, Kanye just mimicked the act
but smiled and shook his head as he backed
down from the stage, ignoring the fact
that Beck was calling him back up. Even
more entertaining than Beck’s surprise
and confusion at his win were the utterly
shocked reactions of Jay-Z and Beyoncé,
stirring up social media once again with
video close-ups of their baffled faces.
Luckily, Beyoncé didn’t go home emptyhanded that night, as she took home her

record-setting 20th Grammy of Best R&B
Performance for “Drunk in Love.”
The two most anticipated performances
of the night that followed were Rihanna,
Kanye West and Paul McCartney’s newly
released “FourFiveSeconds,” as well as
Sia’s “Chandelier.” Donning matching
black pantsuits for the live debut of
“FourFiveSeconds,” Rihanna and Kanye
dramatically outsang Paul McCartney
to the point where viewers questioned
whether or not his microphone was on.
Shortly after was the surprise appearance of
SNL’s Kristin Wiig alongside Sia and child
dance superstar, Maddie Ziegler, during
the interpretive and abstract performance
of “Chandelier.”
Contrasting its action-packed beginning,
the 57th Annual Grammys turned serious
with a powerful performance by Beyoncé.
In closing, the rapper Common and
John Legend gave a racially charged
performance of “Glory” from the movie
“Selma,” a Golden Globe-winning
movie. Though there were times during
the three-hour event when I wanted to
see more action and excitement, overall
the 57th Annual Grammys was another
great turnout, complete with extravagant
outfits, celebrity drama and awesome
performances.
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Harper Lee shocks literary world with longlost sequel to ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’

BY DANNI ODRANSOVKA ‘18
Assitant Opinions Editor

Harper Lee made an announcement on Feb 3, 2015
that caused the waters of the literary world to ripple:
“Go Set a Watchman,” the surprise sequel to “To Kill a
Mockingbird,” will be published this July. The 300-page
manuscript was written in the 1950s as the tale of an
adult Scout Finch who revisits Maycomb, Alabama and
must reconcile her father’s morals with her hometown’s
racist tendencies. After literary agents urged her to focus
on Scout’s childhood instead, “Go Set a Watchman” was
shelved and forgotten, and “To Kill a Mockingbird” was
published.
More than 50 years ago, “To Kill a Mockingbird” hit
the shelves. The novel, which depicted Scout Finch’s
childhood in the midst of Maycomb, Alabama’s racial
disputes, quickly became a bestseller, won a Pulitzer
Prize and paved the way for Lee’s Medal of Freedom and
National Medal of Arts. Even in 2015, the book remains
a favorite, selling more than 40 million copies, and was
elected “Best Novel of the 20th Century” by the Library
Journal.
Since Lee published “To Kill a Mockingbird,” she has
all but vanished from the public eye, giving few interviews
and public appearances. Aside from a few essays and futile
attempts at a book about an Alabamian serial killer and a

different sequel to “To Kill a Mockingbird,” Lee has written
remarkably little during the past half-century. When asked
why, she answered, “Two reasons: one, I wouldn’t go
through the pressure and publicity I went through with ‘To
Kill a Mockingbird’ for any amount of money. Second, I
have said what I wanted to say and I will not say it again.”
Lee instead chose to reside in her Monroeville, Alabama
home as a recluse and aided her close friend, Truman
Capote, during the 1960s in his research for the bestselling
book, “In Cold Blood.” As an 88 year old, Lee lives in an
assisted living facility and reports having much vision and
hearing loss as well as some memory loss.
Due to Lee’s statement coupled with her old age, it’s not
a shock that the public and literary worlds were caught
off guard by her announcement. This year’s publication
of “Go Set a Watchman,” while a welcome treat for the
millions of Lee’s fans around the world, does raise some
legitimate questions. How had the single manuscript
copy of Go “Set a Watchman” mysteriously disappeared
for a half century before one of Lee’s lawyers found it in
2014? If Lee’s statements about the manuscript being in
her safety deposit box are true, could the document have
been removed from its hiding place without her consent?
What mental condition is Lee in as an 88 year old, and
is there a possibility she was pushed to publish her book
by HarperCollins? Why publish this book in 2015 when it
could have been released in the 1960s? All these questions

and more are raised by the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, and scores of Lee’s fans.
Even some residents of Monroeville, Alabama expressed
some worry about the abrupt publication.
“It’s apparent she never wanted this to be done, because
she would have done it earlier,” said one Monroeville
native.
Two family friends reported to the Associated Press that
since her sister Alice’s funeral last year, Lee has often
talked to herself loudly.
Adding to some of the suspicion surrounding the
publication of “Go Set a Watchman” is a statement from
Lee herself, who reported being surprised and delighted
after her lawyer Tonja Carter mysteriously found a copy
of the presumedly nonexistent manuscript.
Others in Monroeville, including some of her close
friends and neighbors, place their confidence in Lee’s
state of mind and believes she was fully involved in the
publication of “Go Set a Watchman.”
“Does she understand what’s going on? If you make
her hear, she can understand what’s going on,” historian
Wayne Flint said.
Despite the disagreement on the circumstances
surrounding Lee’s announcement, all would concur with
Melinda Byrd Murphy’s statement.
“My perspective has been this: I just wish her well,”
Murphy explained.
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The Huang family in a scene from Fresh Off The Boat

Asian-American sitcom ‘Fresh Off the Boat’
offers refreshing diversity on network television
BY MICHELLE LEE ’17
Arts Editor

ABC’s new TV series, “Fresh Off the Boat”, premiered
Tuesday, Feb. 3, and it was hilarious; the content in
the show is a big step forward for not only the Asian
community, but also for the TV industry itself. Apart from
Margaret Cho’s show “All American Girl,” which aired
in 1994, “Fresh off the Boat” is the only other AsianAmerican sitcom ever made.
The pilot begins with Eddie Huang, the first-born son
and narrator of the sitcom dressed in gangster attire with
Notorious B.I.G. playing in the background. He recounts
his family’s move from Washington D.C. to Orlando,
Florida in the 90s giving viewers a humorous introduction
to the members of the Huang family. As they drive to their
new home, Eddie looks around the car from his parents
Louis and Jessica Huang, to his brothers Emery and Evan
and to his silent Chinese-speaking grandma. Eddie takes
off his headphones and is immediately exasperated at his
family’s enthusiastic sing-a-long to a sugary 90s pop song
— instantly the viewers connect with the young boy, the
most relatable and rational character on the show.
As an Asian-American, I connected with Eddie’s
situation in many ways; I appreciated the producer’s choice
to include scenes of uncomfortable interactions between
the white community and the Huangs. When their white
neighbor Nancy compliments the D.C.-born Eddie for his
perfect English, I cringed not only the awkwardness but
also the accuracy — I knew what it felt like to have people
assume you don’t speak English despite being born and

raised in the U.S. There were times when I rolled my eyes
at uncomfortable situations that I knew were for comical
purposes. Since the show is set in the 90s, there were a lot
of scenes that were exaggerated and stereotypical, but they
were nonetheless funny and believable.
Louis Huang, the father and restaurant owner of a wild
west-themed steakhouse, exhibits the typical characteristics
of a hard-working, goal-oriented Asian father. Though he
doesn’t share the thick accent of his wife, he does share
many common ideologies of immigrant Asian paternal
figures. The viewers see this in his sense of underlying
competition with fellow Asians, a bull-headed drive to
make ends meet, and a deeper investment in his business
than in his kids. On the other hand, his wife Jessica is a
comical play on the stereotypical “Tiger Mom,” or familycentered, grade-obsessed, success-achieving Chinese
mother. The director shows the contrast between Jessica’s
concerns and those of the typical suburban, white,
middle-aged women when they rollerblade around the
neighborhood. While Nancy gossiped about a petty topic,
Jessica was clearly uninterested in their trivial concerns
and left them to greet her children from school.
The three children are a more accurate depiction of
American-Asians than their parents’ characters. The
youngest boy, Evan, is mostly indifferent to the concerns
of his older brothers, not old enough to care much
about his family’s transition into a white suburb. The
middle child, Emery, is the typical social Asian kid with
no problem integrating into his new school. He easily
befriends his classmates and even gets a white girlfriend,
which Eddie, finds unusual given his difficult time even

finding a place to eat lunch. Emery serves as a character
foil with Eddie, who’s old enough to feel uncomfortable
coming to terms with his identity and his reputation at his
new, predominately white school.
A moment that I particularly related to was Eddie’s first
lunch experience. He walks down the cafeteria glancing at
the row of Lunchables, and instantly I knew what would
happen next. He opens his homemade Chinese lunch and
his new “friends” start groaning and complaining about
the foreign odor produced from his Chinese noodles. The
preteen Eddie’s pride has obviously been wounded, and
his mother can’t understand the amount of importance kids
at that age put on their reputation. As a caring mother, she
thinks it’s natural to prepare Chinese home-cooked lunches
for her sons, but doesn’t realize they will socially ostracize
Eddie. Though Eddie’s preteen angst has him hating their
new home and accusing his parents of never siding with
him, he gradually appreciates them when Jessica buys him
lunchables and his parents come to his defense after a fray
with a peer.
The episode was comical, well-planned, and relatable.
I initially thought this show would be an inaccurate
representation of Asians in America, but upon seeing a
humorous, yet true, representation of a very stereotypical
situation, I was pleased. I appreciated Eddie, who started
off an outcast because of his foreign culture, but used
gangster rap to earn respect in his new environment,
proving that Notorious B.I.G. was right: “everything ya
get, ya gotta work hard for it”.
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BOSTON SPORTS UPDATE
SUPER BOWL SPECIAL

Seahawks’ fourth quarter
blunder leads to Super Bowl
victory for the Patriots
By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Staff Writer
“Thank goodness Russell Wilson did not hand the ball to Marshawn Lynch!” a thrilled
New England Patriots fan in Aix-en-Provence, France exclaimed. Instead of handing the
ball to five-time Pro-Bowler running back Lynch, Seattle Seahawks quarterback Wilson
threw an interception intended for Seahawks wide receiver Jermaine Kearse to Patriots
rookie defensive back Malcolm Butler. The Seahawks had the ball at the one-yard line
with 20 seconds remaining in the fourth quarter of the Super Bowl and two more downs
needed to complete a touchdown, which would have won the game for Seattle. Leading
by four points, the Patriots’ defense knew that they had to do anything necessary to
prevent the Seahawks from scoring another touchdown. Butler’s interception clinched
the 28-24 win for the Patriots.
The shock of the New England interception left fans of both teams with mouths
agape, half not believing that Wilson had not simply allowed Marshawn Lynch to
run the ball one yard to make a touchdown, and half not believing that the gamewinning interception was caught by undrafted free agent and former fry cook Butler.
Besides Butler’s now famous interception, other notable Patriots performers included
quarterback Tom Brady, who threw four touchdowns and recorded 328 total yards, as
well as receivers Julian Edelman, Brandon LaFell, Danny Amendola and tight end Rob
Gronkowski, who each scored one touchdown.
The Patriots’ Super Bowl XLIX victory was both Brady’s and head coach Bill
Belichick’s fourth Super Bowl win out of the Patriots’ six Super Bowl appearances
during Belichick’s tenure as head coach.
Three days after the Super Bowl, thousands of ecstatic Patriots fans braved the snow
and frigid temperatures for hours to watch the Patriots’ Super Bowl victory parade.
Like in the 2013 Red Sox World Series championship parade, Patriots players, coaches,
cheerleaders and their mascot rode down Boylston Street in Boston’s amphibious “Duck
boats,” which are a staple in any Boston national championship parade. Fans held signs
congratulating the team on their victory, and players interacted with their adoring fans
throughout the parade by taking selfies and holding up handmade signs given to them
on the parade route. Even from the point of view of a Seahawks fan studying abroad,
Rob Gronkowski’s hip-hop dancing on a Duck boat put a smile on my face and on the
faces of many others.

Peace Corps at The Wellesley College
Career Fair
Wednesday, February 25, 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Tishman Commons, The Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center
Choose where you want to go. Apply in one hour.
Make a difference overseas as a Peace Corps Volunteer

peacecorps.gov - 855.855.1961

THE VEGAN DIGEST

Why “eating clean” is
an empty term

By KAT MALLARY ’17
Co-Editor in Chief

I’d like to say I eat pretty clean. My fruits and
vegetables are washed before I eat them. If I spill my
drink, I’m totally okay with grabbing a few napkins
and wiping it up. I scrape my plate and stack it with
the others in the dining hall. I even compost the food
scraps. That’s clean, right? Apparently not.
“Eating clean” is one of the latest dietary fads, and it
seems to be everywhere. Even Buzzfeed created a twoweek “clean eating” detox plan, which features lean
protein instead of red meat, but is neither vegetarian
nor vegan. There’s a Pinterest board, a Clean Eating
magazine, and blog after blog related to the subject.
The Internet is rife with “10 foods to never touch if you
want to eat clean”-style articles.
However, what it really means to “eat clean’” is
still up for debate. To most people, it seems to mean
some amalgam of unrefined, maybe organic, maybe
vegetarian, maybe vegan, maybe low-fat, maybe
low-carb, maybe Paleo dieting. Unsurprisingly, these
semi-rules can be confusing for anyone, especially
for someone trying to navigate a crowded dining hall
during the lunch rush.
Most versions of clean eating encourage eating
unprocessed and unrefined foods — as in, if it comes
with a label, don’t go overboard. Refined sugar is
often singled out as a villain in clean eating directives,
although the goal doesn’t seem to be to replace the
three packets of Domino Sugar in your coffee with
three packets of Sugar in the Raw. Searching for some
clear guidelines for clean eating, I turned to the official
“Eating Clean for Dummies” webpage. There, I was
informed that clean eating also includes trying to eat
five or six small meals a day, cooking one’s own food
and combining protein with carbohydrates.
The Buzzfeed challenge billed itself as a post-holiday
“detox plan that’s actually realistic.” Realistic or not,
though, it failed to sell me on the concept. First off,
let’s forget the detox component. At the end of the day,
humans have a liver for that exact purpose, and anyone

who tries to convince you to do a cleanse is probably
trying to sell you something. That’s not to say that I’m
against eating whole foods, organic food, or fruits and
vegetables. In fact, at places like Wellesley where we
have abundant access to fresh produce, whole grains
and lean protein, I’m all for it.
My issue with ‘clean eating’ is primarily linguistic.
If I’m not eating clean, am I eating dirty? Concepts
of “clean” versus “dirty” have moralizing connotations
that don’t need to be attached to food, especially in a
society that’s already more diet-obsessed than it ever
needed to be. Calling someone’s food “clean” when
it’s unrefined, organic, fair-trade or anything else also
has serious class connotations. Access to minimally
processed food is a luxury, and by putting down foods
that don’t meet those standards, one puts down an
entire group of people who don’t have the means to
eat otherwise.
In addition to the blatant issues of class access, adding
moral overtones to food by labeling it “clean” builds
into a culture of body-shaming and food-shaming.
One is not “virtuous” when she chooses a salad over
french fries. One is not “being good” by skipping the
cake. Foods are not “clean” or “pure” based on their
macronutrients. People who eat fried food, sugary
food or anything else are not “dirty.” The ties between
morality and food are deep, and there’s no undoing
them in a day. But refusing to buy into that rhetoric
as an individual is a strong first step into healing our
collective food issues.
As a vegan for both health and environmental
reasons, I absolutely believe that there is an ethical
side to the food we choose to consume. What food
we spend our money on, when we have the economic
and physical luxury of choice, is a political decision.
Ethical veganism is about choosing not to harm other
beings when we have the power to avoid it. But it is not
about preaching that our food is ‘cleaner’ than anyone
else’s. Eating a head of unrefined, organic, fair-trade,
free-range, died-of-natural-causes lettuce does not
make you a better moral being. As for being clean, this
author recommends regular showers.

UPCOMING MATCHES
Wednesday, Feb. 11
Basketball @ Clark
5 p.m.
Squash vs. Boston College @ Dana Hall School
7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 13
Squash @ CSA National Team Championship @
Harvard
TBA
Track & Field @ David Hemery Valentine Invitational @ BU
2 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 14
Basketball vs. Mount Holyoke
2 p.m.
Squash @ CSA National Team Championship @
Harvard
Track & Field @ David Hemery Valentine Invitational @ BU
Sunday, Feb. 15
Squash @ CSA National Team Championship @
Harvard
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
MORGYNE WEAVER ’15
By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ‘16
Co-Editor in Chief

S.T.: Right. You played your most recent game at the
KSC, right? How was that?

Senior Morgyne Weaver is closing out a great season
in her final year playing basketball for the Blue.
Recently, Weaver became the 11th player in Wellesley
basketball history to score 1,000 points in her college
career and currently leads her team with 13.4 points
and 7.8 rebounds per game. A Media Arts and Sciences
major from Oklahoma City, Weaver recently sat
down with The Wellesley News to discuss her recent
achievement, balancing academics and athletics at
Wellesley and to reflect on her basketball career.

M.W.: It was very different because now it’s a lot
easier for fans to come, so the stands are a lot more full
than before.
S.T.: So coming to the 1,000 points achievement:
How does that feel, and how do you think you achieved
that record?

Sravanti Tekumalla (S.T.): When did you start
playing basketball?

M.W.: I didn’t even realize that it was really
happening until one of my teammates said something
to me. So it wasn’t really something that I guess you try
to do - like it’s not in the back of your mind the whole
time, it just kind of happens. I mean, it’s great that it
happened, but I would’ve still been fine if it hadn’t.

Morgyne Weaver (M.W.): I believe I started playing
basketball when I was five. My mom played in college
as well, so I started early.
S.T.: So what made you want to play at Wellesley?

S.T.: What do you think you’ve learned, and how
do you think you’ve grown from playing basketball at
Wellesley these past four years?

M.W.: I think I wasn’t done playing in high school,
and Wellesley’s a really good school. I mean, I just
didn’t feel like I was done playing and I wanted to play
more, but I didn’t want to play somewhere where it
would take over my life. It is a lot of a work here, but it
is really rewarding.

M.W.: You learn a lot of leadership from it, and it’s
interesting because I was a captain in high school, but
the amount of leadership you learn here is very, very
different from high school because you’re also dealing
with things outside of school. In college, you don’t go
to your family if you’re having a problem; you go to
your friends, so I think it also brings you a lot closer
with your teammates.

S.T.: What do you think you’ve learned from being a
student-athlete at Wellesley?
M.W.: It’s a lot harder than you think! It can be
frustrating at times, because not everyone understands
the amount of work you put in, but it’s worth it because
you meet some of your best friends playing sports.
S.T.: So what’s your favorite part about playing
basketball?
M.W.: Probably the team.

COURTESY OF ALEX BERMAN ’16

flew to Puerto Rico rather than coming back here, but
we usually come back the 28th.
S.T.: I know this season, you’ve been practicing at
Babson for most of the season, right?

S.T.: Yeah, I figured! Is there any special highlight
or something you’ve done to bond with them recently?

M.W. Finally, two weeks ago, we switched to our
gym when it was finished.

M.W.: Our Wintersessions are when we bond because
we’re here at Wellesley for a month. We’re just together
the entire time.

S.T.: So what was it like practicing at Babson this
season?

S.T.: Do you guys come back two or three weeks
before?
M.W.: This year, we were back on [Dec.] 26th and we

M.W.: During the semester, we were [practicing] in
the morning, which wasn’t as bad as I thought it would
be because you had the whole afternoon free.
But over Wintersession, sometimes we’d run into
their team, and it was weird not having our own gym.

S.T.: A couple questions to wrap up: are you going to
continue to play basketball after you graduate? What’s
next?
M.W.: No, I don’t think I will.
S.T.: What will you miss most about playing
basketball at Wellesley?
M.W.: Definitely the team.
S.T.: And about Wellesley in general?
M.W.: Probably basketball, my team, and my friends.
The Blue will face off Clark today at 5 p.m.

Blue Squash solidifies new era in
Seven Sisters Championship
By ANNA CAHILL ’18
Sports & Wellness Editor

Wellesley squash hosted Vassar, Smith and Mount
Holyoke in the 2015 Seven Sisters Championship at
Harvard University last Saturday, securing their second
consecutive title and joining Blue volleyball, cross
country, crew, and swimming and diving as 2015 Seven
Sisters Champions. Although the Blue swept the field with
three commanding victories, dropping only two sets in
total, the win was far from certain.
Last year, the Blue snapped Mount Holyoke’s sevenyear sweep of Seven Sisters Championships, earning their
first title since 2002. Naturally, this year, the Blue had a
target on their back.
“To retain anything, you’re going to have pressure on
you,” head coach Wendy Berry said. “And this year we
have a different team than last year — we have five firstyears and we lost our top three players from last year to
graduation, so of course there’s going to be more pressure
on us.”
In the first round of competition, Wellesley met Vassar,
besting the Brewers in every spot for a perfect 9-0
victory. Seven Blue players posted wins in straight sets,
while Wellesley number one Sarah Zhang ’18 was the
only player to go into five, clinching her final set 11-8 to
complete the shut-out.
The Blue marched on for a repeat performance against
Smith in the second round, defeating the Pioneers 9-0.
Wellesley’s Meera Nayar ’17 and Rhea Advani ’17 each
displayed dominant play, dropping only one game each in
their straight set victories.
After two decisive wins, Wellesley met their rival,
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Sarah Zhang ’18 takes on her opponent at Harvard.

the Mount Holyoke Lyons in the final and effective
tournament championship round. Both teams entered the
match undefeated, and the victor would either reclaim the
throne or introduce a new era of Seven Sisters squash.
Nayar kicked off the match at the number-three spot
with another straight set win, while Gabriella Wynne ’16
battled through five sets for a victory at number five. After
the Lyons took the number seven singles match, Sarah
Tammaro ’15 held off a late comeback at number nine to
give Wellesley a 3-1 advantage. The next four matches,
played by Kate Loftus ’16, Navisha Gupta ’17, Phyllis Lin
’18 and Advani, put any doubt of a second Wellesley title
to rest. Their four victories gave the Blue a 7-1 advantage
to secure the championship which concluded in a 7-2
defeat of Mount Holyoke.
“We have had our sights set on this tournament since
the beginning of the year,” Tammaro said. “We do a lot of
goal-setting as a team, and this was one of our goals from
the very first day of the season. We were really excited
about the way it turned out. I think it really reflects all of
the hard work that’s been put in.”
Now in their final week of the season, the Blue have one
more major tournament to focus on: the CSA National Team
Championship held this weekend at Harvard. In addition
to their current No. 24 national ranking, Wellesley’s Seven
Sisters victory has given them confidence and preparation
for the season finale.
“I think we are a little more psyched now that we retained
the Seven Sisters. Now we know how the [Harvard] courts
work, so it’s definitely home court advantage,” Lin said.
Wellesley will compete tonight at the Dana Hall School
against Boston College at 7 p.m.

